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Total Context blocks: 1361,    Concepts: 43,    Categories: 9

 

This is an automated Report that can be generated using the settings in the Concept Location

phase, as follows:

•  Set the level of granularity (i.e. number of Concepts required)

•  Select the 'Categories' of interest (e.g. Tags)

•  Select which 'Concepts' to investigate

The Report is in 5 Sections - described below.  The description is based on data that has been

'categorised' ('tagged') in the technology to analyse positive and negative sentiment; however

the Report can be produced across any combination of Categories of Concepts.

Section 1 - Quadrant Overview

This is a high-level, visual chart displayed in a 'magic quadrant' format.  The axes are:

- Relative Frequency: a measure of the conditional probability of the Concept, given the

Category (in this case positive/negative sentiment)

•  e.g. given we are looking at occurrences of positive (or negative) sentiment, how likely

is it that the Concept 'service' is mentioned

- Strength: a measure of the conditional probability of the Category (in this case

positive/negative sentiment) given the particular Concept

•  e.g. given we are looking at occurrences of the Concept 'service', how often is it

mentioned in a positive (or negative) sentiment, i.e. the 'strength' of the association

There are four pertinent areas to the Quadrant; the differing colours of the Concepts denoting

their association with the particular Category.

Concepts in Quadrant 1 are weak and less prevalent or likely within the Category - a good

place for any negative sentiment to manifest. Concepts in Quadrant 4 are strong, prominent

and more likely to co-occur with the Category - a good place for positive sentiment to manifest

[Given the Category in this description is based on positive/negative sentiment].



Section 2 - Ranked Concepts for Categories Overview

This is a more quantitative analysis in ranked barchart format of the most prominent Concepts

within the particular Category - defined via a measure of the combination of their strength and

frequency characteristics.

Prominence is given by joint probability / product of marginal probabilities. e.g. given the

Attribute A and Category C, prominence is equal to (the co-occurrence count for A and C / total

number of context blocks in data set) / (occurrence of A / number of context blocks) x

(occurrence of C / number of context blocks)

It also contains hyperlinks to the appropriate reference in Section 4 of the Report - see below.

Section 3 - Ranked Compound Concepts for Categories Overview

This is similar to Section 2, providing a ranked list of the most prominent Concept pairs for the

Category.

Section 4 - Supporting Text Overview

This provides a good supporting text excerpt, and real evidence, for the top related Concepts -

for each of the Concepts identified and ranked in Section 2.

Section 5 - Ranked Concept Count

This provides the actual ranked list of ALL Concepts and their associated reference count from

the original base data.
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5.   Ranked Counts



1.   Quadrant Report



2.   Ranked Concepts for Categories

Category: Final_Pref_alp

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

boats 10 81   1.1

solution 9 78   1.1

work 6 77   1.1

problem 7 76   1.1

people 23 76   1.0

refugees 17 75   1.0

boat 8 74   1.0

asylum 8 73   1.0

seekers 8 72   1.0

country 7 69   0.9

Category: Final_Pref_coalition

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

better 6 23   2.1

problems 6 17   1.6

country 9 14   1.3

boat 9 12   1.2

problem 7 10   1.0

boats 8 9   0.9

people 18 9   0.8

seekers 6 8   0.8

solution 7 8   0.8

refugees 13 8   0.8

Category: Final_Pref_und

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

cost 8 19   1.7

genuine 6 16   1.5

work 7 13   1.2

seekers 9 13   1.1

asylum 9 12   1.1

refugees 19 12   1.1

country 6 10   0.9

people 19 9   0.9

solution 7 9   0.8

boat 6 9   0.8

Category:
PNG_Support_neither_support_nor_oppose

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

election 7 27   2.2

believe 6 20   1.6

work 9 19   1.5

problem 9 16   1.3

solution 11 15   1.2

country 6 11   0.9

boats 7 10   0.8

refugees 13 10   0.8

boat 6 9   0.8

people 16 9   0.7



Category: PNG_Support_oppose

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

cost 9 25   1.9

country 11 21   1.6

work 9 20   1.5

solution 12 19   1.4

problem 9 18   1.4

seekers 10 17   1.3

asylum 10 17   1.3

policy 8 17   1.2

refugees 18 14   1.1

people 19 12   0.9

Category: PNG_Support_strongly_oppose

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

problems 6 51   1.6

cost 7 46   1.5

country 10 45   1.4

problem 8 39   1.2

seekers 10 39   1.2

asylum 10 38   1.2

refugees 15 27   0.9

policy 5 26   0.8

boat 6 25   0.8

people 17 24   0.8

Category: PNG_Support_strongly_support

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

boat 17 38   2.1

smugglers 9 34   1.9

refugee 6 31   1.7

boats 15 29   1.6

people 29 24   1.3

refugees 21 23   1.3

solution 10 20   1.1

seekers 8 18   1.0

asylum 8 18   1.0

problem 6 16   0.9

Category: PNG_Support_support

Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

sea 7 45   2.4

smugglers 10 41   2.2

support 9 37   2.0

boats 18 35   1.9

people 31 26   1.4

policy 8 25   1.4

solution 11 23   1.3

refugees 19 20   1.1

boat 7 16   0.9

asylum 6 14   0.8

Category: PNG_Support_unsure



Concept
Rel Freq

(%)

Strength

(%)
Prominence

seems 10 17   4.1

policy 10 7   1.7

agreement 5 6   1.6

cost 7 5   1.4

solution 10 5   1.2

seekers 8 4   1.1

asylum 8 4   1.1

refugees 15 3   0.9

boat 7 3   0.8

people 17 3   0.8



3.   Ranked Compound Concepts for Categories

Category: Final_Pref_alp

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

asylum & seekers 8 73   12.6

boat & arrivals 1 85   8.4

country & world 1 70   8.1

people & smugglers 5 84   5.3

refugees & genuine 3 68   4.7

boat & coming 1 77   4.7

problem & short < 1 100   4.4

people & sea 3 90   4.1

work & thought < 1 100   4.0

boats & lives 1 91   4.0

boat & trying < 1 80   3.9

solution & needs < 1 71   3.7

refugees & economic 1 62   3.7

solution & problem 2 81   3.6

problem & election < 1 89   3.5

people & boat 6 76   3.2

solution & time < 1 100   3.0

people & send 1 73   3.0

boat & refugee < 1 90   3.0

boats & sea < 1 100   2.9

Category: Final_Pref_coalition

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

problem & trying 1 50   16.1

problems & country 4 46   14.8

solution & trying 1 50   12.2



seekers & send 1 67   10.1

seekers & asylum 6 8   9.7

better & cost 1 67   9.5

problem & deal 1 33   9.4

better & money < 1 50   8.4

country & world 1 10   7.8

better & agreement < 1 50   7.4

problems & world < 1 33   7.2

problems & able < 1 33   7.0

seekers & trying < 1 50   6.8

country & send < 1 20   5.6

boat & arrivals < 1 8   5.1

better & boats 1 40   5.0

boat & short < 1 20   4.9

refugees & genuine 3 10   4.6

problems & political < 1 33   4.5

problems & support < 1 50   3.9

Category: Final_Pref_und

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

seekers & asylum 9 13   14.5

solution & needs 1 29   9.5

cost & money 1 22   9.4

genuine & take 1 40   9.2

refugees & economic 3 24   9.0

genuine & issue 1 100   9.0

genuine & refugees 6 18   8.0

country & world 1 10   7.5

genuine & economic < 1 17   7.0



seekers & able 1 29   6.6

boat & world 1 40   6.5

asylum & able 1 29   6.5

boat & trying < 1 20   6.3

cost & deal < 1 25   6.2

people & needs 2 33   5.7

genuine & lives < 1 25   5.5

cost & able < 1 33   5.2

work & economic < 1 33   5.0

seekers & issue 1 29   5.0

asylum & issue 1 29   4.9

Category: PNG_Support_neither_support_nor_oppose

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

election & needs 1 100   21.6

election & idea 1 100   20.6

believe & short 1 67   17.5

work & needs 1 100   12.2

election & problem 2 44   10.0

believe & idea < 1 50   9.1

boats & lives 2 36   9.1

boat & arrivals 1 15   8.7

election & political 1 50   8.5

solution & needs 1 29   8.4

election & place < 1 50   8.1

election & deal < 1 100   7.8

solution & short 1 67   7.7

election & solution 2 50   7.6

believe & place < 1 50   7.2



believe & time < 1 33   6.5

country & trying < 1 100   6.5

boats & sea 2 38   6.3

election & lives < 1 33   6.1

country & money 1 40   5.8

Category: PNG_Support_oppose

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

seekers & asylum 10 18   16.4

cost & arrivals 1 100   13.5

country & send 2 60   13.4

problem & trying 1 50   12.9

country & world 2 20   12.4

cost & better 2 100   11.4

solution & trying 1 50   9.8

problem & issue 2 75   7.3

policy & trying < 1 50   7.1

country & take 2 60   7.0

country & genuine 2 40   7.0

cost & agreement 1 50   6.9

policy & coming 1 67   6.7

cost & short < 1 33   6.5

problem & political 2 38   6.2

refugees & genuine 4 16   5.9

cost & believe 1 100   5.6

solution & problem 3 23   5.5

cost & place < 1 100   5.3

work & send < 1 50   5.2



Category: PNG_Support_strongly_oppose

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

country & world 3 65   17.5

seekers & asylum 10 39   15.6

problems & country 2 77   8.5

cost & money 1 56   8.4

problems & world < 1 100   7.5

problem & place < 1 80   6.7

problem & deal < 1 67   6.5

cost & short < 1 67   5.6

boat & short < 1 60   5.1

problems & trying < 1 100   4.9

problems & able < 1 67   4.9

problems & believe < 1 100   4.7

cost & deal < 1 50   4.4

cost & take < 1 75   4.4

seekers & lives < 1 67   4.3

asylum & lives < 1 67   4.3

refugees & genuine 3 26   4.2

problem & send < 1 100   4.1

problem & short < 1 40   4.1

problems & agreement < 1 100   3.8

Category: PNG_Support_strongly_support

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

boat & arrivals 2 46   18.0

refugee & arrivals < 1 67   13.1

seekers & asylum 8 19   12.7

refugee & coming 1 100   12.0



boat & trying 1 60   11.6

refugee & money 1 60   11.3

refugee & genuine 2 44   9.7

boat & coming 2 38   9.2

boat & refugee 3 70   9.1

refugees & economic 3 38   8.9

refugee & world < 1 50   8.7

smugglers & people 9 35   8.6

solution & time 2 67   7.9

boat & smugglers 3 58   7.3

smugglers & illegal < 1 50   7.3

boat & people 12 41   6.9

smugglers & trying < 1 100   6.8

smugglers & lives < 1 50   6.3

boat & believe 2 71   6.2

people & sea 4 34   6.1

Category: PNG_Support_support

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

smugglers & send 2 67   20.3

sea & needs < 1 67   17.5

solution & needs 2 71   14.6

sea & smugglers 2 80   11.7

smugglers & needs < 1 50   11.1

support & idea < 1 100   11.0

sea & trying < 1 100   10.8

smugglers & people 10 41   10.2

sea & lives < 1 29   9.9

policy & thought 1 60   9.6



asylum & seekers 6 14   9.5

sea & people 6 48   8.6

support & agreement 1 60   8.4

sea & arrivals < 1 50   8.4

sea & send < 1 100   8.0

boats & idea 1 75   7.9

boat & coming 2 31   7.4

refugees & genuine 5 26   7.1

smugglers & refugee 1 75   6.9

smugglers & able < 1 100   6.9

Category: PNG_Support_unsure

Concept Rel Freq (%) Strength (%) Prominence

seems & thought 2 20   33.0

agreement & time 2 50   23.6

seems & issue 2 33   20.5

policy & issue 3 33   17.0

seems & support 2 50   15.1

seems & cost 2 50   13.8

seekers & asylum 8 5   13.6

seekers & arrivals 2 33   13.3

asylum & arrivals 2 33   13.2

boat & arrivals 2 8   12.9

agreement & genuine 2 33   12.4

cost & money 2 11   12.3

seems & policy 2 20   11.3

policy & able 2 25   11.3

boat & refugee 3 20   11.1

seekers & economic 2 33   10.1



asylum & economic 2 33   10.0

boat & economic 2 33   9.8

policy & sea 2 25   9.6

seems & country 2 50   9.5



4.   Supporting Text Summary
 

Category: Final_Pref_alp

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

boats lives If it stops the boats and lives are saved its good but I
have no illusions about it.

sea The debate so far has been limited. Q. When the original
immigrants came in wooden boats how many were lost at
sea ?

solution needs I believe a better solution needs to be found than the
present one. I would like to see however Australia
increase our quota.

problem This is a solution to a problem created by Tony Abbot and
his mantra of Turn Back The Boats. They have now been
turned back.

time It's a Band-Aid fix only, designed to trick the Australian
electorate into thinking Rudd has a solution. My guess
that it wouldn't stand a high court challenge, nor would it
stand up over time.

work thought It is another thought bubble that will not work. When Tony
Burke said PNG had approached Kevin to ask how can
they help, I almost choked on my breakfast.

problem election I don't trust Rudd at all and I think it is just a smoke
screen until after the election. He created the boat people
problem and I don't think he can fix it.

short Another short term fix to a problem created by Rudd BUT
at what cost in $$$ & PNG/Australia soverign
security/rights..

people boat A government can't get too far ahead of its electorate -
and the general population don't want ’boat people’. So,
he has neutralised the situation to focus on other things.

sea We need to stop people dying at sea

send I think it is barbaric to send many vulnerable people to an
island with a history of violence towards women, there is
huge ratial tension already, crime is rife, most people are
illiterate and jobs non existent.

smugglers The smugglers have to be stopped.

refugees economic It may discourage Muslim economic "refugees" from
com.ing here.

genuine I worry about there future even if accepted as genuine
refugees by PNG.

boat arrivals No boat arrivals should be allowed to resettle. They
should be returned to their departure point & wait in line.

coming If there was an easy answer to the problem of what to do
with refugees coming by boat it would have been found
and implemented by now. It is clear that there is a limit to
how many can be absorbed in to our community and we
do need an orderly system of granting permanent visas.

refugee I support such a move provided it reduces incentives to
travel by boat but is also matched by efforts to process
refugee applicants currently in Indonesia.



trying it stops people trying to enter australia by boat

asylum seekers The only thing that will stop them is making their
homelands safe, peaceful & productive. So more
overseas aid, more peace negotiations, more being
human in our treatment of asylum seekers

seekers We should welcome asylum seekers not demonise them.

country world Because it is politically motivated, because it handballs
our responsibility to a third world country, and because it
fails to recognise that it IS NOT ILLEGAL TO SEEK
ASYLUM NOR TO COME BY BOAT.



Category: Final_Pref_coalition

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

better agreement Because it turns out that they are going to be supported
by Australia which will cost a fortune, so we are no better
off financially & there are no real details about the
agreement, just hype from Rudd, who I don't trust at all.

boats Has to be better than turning the boats back

cost It is cruel and it will cost A LOT of money. Aren't we better
off accepting the refugees and making them into
Australians?

money It is cruel and it will cost A LOT of money. Aren't we better
off accepting the refugees and making them into
Australians?

problems able it's immoral; ignores Australia's responsibilites under the
Refugee Convention; shelves Australia's problems onto a
country far less able to cope than Australia

country he is just dumping his problems onto them. they are a
poor country who need assistants not more problems.

political I support that asylum seekers who are deemed not to be
legitimate refugees will be sent back to another country
and that those that are legitimate are sent to PNG.
However, I have little faith in the Government to properly
implement such a policy and I think there will be some
problems with the practicality of the policy in regards to
cost and PNG's current political and social condition.

support I support that asylum seekers who are deemed not to be
legitimate refugees will be sent back to another country
and that those that are legitimate are sent to PNG.
However, I have little faith in the Government to properly
implement such a policy and I think there will be some
problems with the practicality of the policy in regards to
cost and PNG's current political and social condition.

world Papua New Guinea is a third world country ad has
enough problems without Kevin Rudd forcing ours on to
them, he ha given them an open cheque just so that he
may get elected, hope Australians can see through this
hypocrisy.

country send We should receive asylum seekers in Australia and dump
them on another poor country and send the asylum
seekers to further danger. It is tantamount to deporting
them to further danger.

world It is worse than a third world country. And turning around
the boats is much cheaper and is in our control

boat arrivals The whole thing is a crock designed to boost votes for
Kevin Rudd and Labor (in that order I suggest...). It is
likely to stop or at least seriously deplete boat arrivals in
Australian waters between now and the election.

short I'm not sure that that will stop access to Australia. It's only
a short boat trip from PNG to Queensland.

problem deal PNG should be coding a deal with Indonesia. It isn't
Australia's problem.

trying After years of Labor doing nothing, at least he is trying
’something’....although I don't think there is any answer to
the problem.



boats "Vote for Kev: He stopped the boats." A cynical decision
and one devoid of morality.

people PNG is not capable of supporting these people. Australia
is losing out on the potential of some excellent migrants.

seekers asylum Given the dangerous conditions that exist in PNG, it
would be grossly inhumane to settle asylum seekers
there

send We should receive asylum seekers in Australia and dump
them on another poor country and send the asylum
seekers to further danger. It is tantamount to deporting
them to further danger.

trying It seems that any intervention the government chooses
regarding the asylum seeker issue has failed, so it's good
to see someone trying a slightly different, more proactive
approach.

solution trying It is a difficult problem that has no one solution. If he is
trying to stop people from drowning then its a good
solution!

refugees genuine Some ’refugees’ are genuine, some aren't, some come
here and don't want to become ’Australian’ and
assimilate. Until genuine Australian-born citizens are
taken care of properly, no one should be allowed in.



Category: Final_Pref_und

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

cost able Unsure if they will be able to implement and concerned
about high cost

deal Something has to be done but at what cost & when?
Seems like PNG gets a good deal with our foreign aid but
maybe the locals will lose out.

money PM Rudd is making policies on the run that will only
collapse and cost taxpayers/ Australia money...lots!!!!!!!!!!!

genuine economic There are more economic refugees than genuine
refugees.

issue I'm completely disenchanted at Australia's approach to
this humanitarian issue - driven by political deception and
media hyperbole. We are a lucky country that should be
welcoming genuine refugees to our shores no matter how
they get here.

lives If they are genuine refugees they should be pleased that
they are safe from the type of persecution they are fleeing
from and that their lives are no longer at risk.

refugees There isn't one magic bullet. Bring back TPV's and the
other measures that allow genuine refugees to settle her
with correct pre-assessments prior to that.

take A strong action is needed by Australia but, this is silly
politics. PNG cannot take all refugees initially, cannot
take genuine refugees, cannot employ them.

work economic I welcome any plan that will stop economic refugees
jumping the que. sounds good but won't work

seekers able Australia ought be able to process quickly,
compassionately and justly any asylum seekers and
settle them into our society as we have done for decades

asylum Australia has a responsibility to accept those seeking
asylum in a humane manner. To dump this responsibility
on PNG is cruel and unnecessary.

issue It is not a humane solution. Other ways are needed to
tackle the refugee issue that supports genuine asylum
seekers and their families

asylum able Australia ought be able to process quickly,
compassionately and justly any asylum seekers and
settle them into our society as we have done for decades

issue It is not a humane solution. Other ways are needed to
tackle the refugee issue that supports genuine asylum
seekers and their families

refugees economic They are economic refugees.

country world G is a third world country that cannot cope with such a
large number of mostly non English speaking boat
people.

people needs The most important task is to stop people arriving in
unsafe boats. This needs the smuggling rings to be
broken , by people not choosing that course of action.

solution needs Very plainly SOMETHING urgently needs to occur to
avoid the chaotic movements from Indonesia and the
consequent drowinings. Moving people to New Guinea is



nobody's favoured response - but then it isn't designed as
a solution, but a deterrent.

boat trying People who can afford to pay for a boat trip are NOT
refugees. Ship the lot of them back to Indonesia because
the Indonesians are trying to dump their problem on us.

world G is a third world country that cannot cope with such a
large number of mostly non English speaking boat
people.



Category: PNG_Support_neither_support_nor_oppose

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

election deal The labor party are only using this deal as a political fix in
order to get them over the line at an election. However,
the rules would change if they won an election.

idea Basically I'm opposed to the idea of detention. But for
where the election will be won or loss, in the outer
suburbs of the major cities, the thinking is to lock these
people up.

lives This ’fix’ is designed only to try and save heartland Labor
seats in the upcoming election. If Labor really wanted to
strengthen our borders, then they should have done
something years ago, when the problem first presented
itself.

needs support something needs to be done but this wont work.
its just a bandaid to get past the election

place Something has to be done and if Rudd hadnt played
around with Howards solution we wouldnt have this
problem in the first place. The agreement is for one year
only, just to try and get Rudd past the post in the election.

political This is not the solution. But it does reduce the political
heat prior to the election.

problem It only needs to give the illusion that it is a solution to the
problem until after the election.

solution I don't think it is the best solution. Too many areas for
changes after the election.

believe idea I have no idea of the details but I believe Labor is playing
games and doesn't really want the issue resolved.

place Whilst the approach is correct I believe PNG is the wrong
country. PNG is a dangerous place with much poverty.

short I believe it is unrealistic in the short term but has potential
with modifications for the long term

time I do not believe the proposal to be just or enforcable.
Taking people to PNG only brings them closer to
Australia and they will just get another boat in time and
arrive anyway.

work needs support something needs to be done but this wont work.
its just a bandaid to get past the election

problem It's a good fix for a short-term problem but not for the
background problem.

solution needs It only needs to give the illusion that it is a solution to the
problem until after the election.

short It is not a moral solution but there is no other short term
solution in the circumstances

country money How much will we pay PNG and we will have to be
present as that country and it's rulers are so corrupt the
money will disappear.

trying he is trying to garner votes, in an attempt to be seen as
doing something about the major stuff he created after he
duped the nation into voting for him back in 2007. his
short sighted pandering to the civil libbers is the cause of
the excess money flowing to keep these illegal economic
refugees in our country.



refugees in our country.

boats lives If it stops the boats and lives are saved its good but I
have no illusions about it.

sea The debate so far has been limited. Q. When the original
immigrants came in wooden boats how many were lost at
sea ?

refugees I feel sorry for the ’legal refugees’ as they are fleeing their
home land for some reason, usually life threatening.

boat arrivals He is having a bet each way and while it sounds good
and strong it does not fix anything really. The arrivals will
be kept here until something is built then then the boat
people will set fire to them.

people They have too many people already, and adding to their
population would be a big imposition.



Category: PNG_Support_oppose

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

cost agreement Because it turns out that they are going to be supported
by Australia which will cost a fortune, so we are no better
off financially & there are no real details about the
agreement, just hype from Rudd, who I don't trust at all.

arrivals Violence is a major issue in many cities/towns where the
introduction of people from a an alien culture and religion
could be expected to exacerbate an existing problem. It is
impossible for the Prime Minister to guarantee that this
change in the process for irregular arrivals can be a cost
neutral proposition.

believe Don't believe it can be implemented plus the cost will be
outrageous

better It is cruel and it will cost A LOT of money. Aren't we better
off accepting the refugees and making them into
Australians?

place There are a number of other limitations. Further, the
arrangements will take some months to put in place, the
cost is additional and openended and the announcement
will only accelerate boat arrivals comprising women and
children.

short Another short term fix to a problem created by Rudd BUT
at what cost in $$$ & PNG/Australia soverign
security/rights..

country genuine How will PNG employ refugees that are genuine? there
appears to be no demand for employees in that country

send Seems insane to take people escaping violence and
repression and then send them to a third world country
where poverty and violence is tragically a way of life.
Practically the decision to exclude women and children
from Manus also leaves huge gaps in how families will
stay together as well as opening up opportunities for
single men to present themselves as travelling with
compliant women and children.

take It is wrong to send people to a country that the australian
government has travel warnings posted about. I also
believe we have an obligation under the UN to take
responsibility for refugees and not shuffle them off to
another country.

world Initial reaction from residents of PNG are not indicative of
refugees being accepted into Papuan society. PNG is a
third world country that has endemic poverty and
unemployment where citizens are unable to gain
appropriate employment.

work send Punishing innocent and desperate people to send a
message to criminals is immoral and will likely not work
any way.

solution problem It's a political solution to a humanitarian problem. For both
leaders (Rudd and Abbott) who are devoted Christians, it
is VERY unChristian and very selfish solution.

trying It is a difficult problem that has no one solution. If he is
trying to stop people from drowning then its a good
solution!



problem issue It's a dumb arrangement. If we are to treat the
refugee/asylum-seeker issue as a "logistics" problem,
why not hand Christmas Island over to Indonesia?

political It's a political solution to a humanitarian problem. For both
leaders (Rudd and Abbott) who are devoted Christians, it
is VERY unChristian and very selfish solution.

trying It is a difficult problem that has no one solution. If he is
trying to stop people from drowning then its a good
solution!

seekers asylum I don't think Papua New Guinea has the capacity,
knowledge or the experience to resettle and handle
asylum seekers.

asylum We should welcome asylum seekers not demonise them.

policy coming But having said all that, the political reality is that the
policy is more about Xenophobia anyway - the simple aim
is not to save lives, only to stop them coming here.
Deeply cynical, but Abbott is much much worse.

trying It might bring a pause in the number trying to get here,
but it will be temporary if the policy gets into practice.
Probably good politics, but I think most will see through it.

refugees genuine Closing the door to genuine refugees, as opposed to pay
as you go queue jumpers is not the answer.

people The reaction to the news from detainees on Nauru can
reasonably be expected to occur on Manus Island in the
future. How large a centre is planned for construction to
accommodate the potential 30 000 people per annum that
might be expected to be placed in detention in the
facility?



Category: PNG_Support_strongly_oppose

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

problems able It avoids our responsibilities-out of sight out of mind- and
will burden PNG which is almost a failed state with
social/religious/cultural problems which it wont be able to
cope with

agreement This so called agreement is not going to work. This is a
usual Rudd solution to all problems, he has not changed.

believe I think it is a ridiculous ill-thought out proposal which has
an array of legal and ethical problems. I can't believe
they've let this lunatic Rudd take over the Labor party.

country How will a poor country like PNG with it's own problems
cope with diverse cultures entering their country.

trying PNG already has social problems - this would make them
worse and could end up with even more people trying to
get to Australia.

world PNG is a 3rd world country and is unsafe. They have their
own problems and we are adding to them.

cost deal The deal with the PNG Prime Minister is
unbelievable...the cost astronomical.

money It will cost aged pensioners. The cost is $18billion per
year, so Rudd could double aged pensions with this
money.

short There is no final cost known, it will be just another way for
illegal immigrants to get into Australia via the Torres
Islands that are close to the PNG mainland, it is but a
short light aircraft flight from PNG to the empty Northern
Australia.

take we have been given no details and have not been told
how much it will cost the Australian people..... and it will
cost us greatly, also I don't think the PNG will be able to
take many people and it will put too much on the people
of PNG who are struggling as it is.

country world Because it is politically motivated, because it handballs
our responsibility to a third world country, and because it
fails to recognise that it IS NOT ILLEGAL TO SEEK
ASYLUM NOR TO COME BY BOAT.

problem deal PNG should be coding a deal with Indonesia. It isn't
Australia's problem.

place Wrong place - humanitarian aspect ignored, we should be
able to better manage the problem here.

send (US AGAIN) Who's problem is it? Why send them to
PNG?

short What a short sighted and inhumane way to deal with this
problem. As a general rule people don't up stakes from
AFG, IRQ or wherever, trek across dangerous territory
and leave behind extended family because they don't
have anything better to do .

seekers asylum Australia has international obligations to those seeking
asylum. We should carry out those obligations ourselves.

lives PNG is a developing nation and the chances of those
asylum seekers being able to settle down to quiet lives
are virtually non-existent.



asylum lives PNG is a developing nation and the chances of those
asylum seekers being able to settle down to quiet lives
are virtually non-existent.

refugees genuine What about the non genuine refugees ?

policy It is a cruel policy,. It is so cruel and farfetched that it is
unbelievable and will never happen.

boat short Apart from legalities and humaneness, it places
desperate people a short boat trip from Australian
territory. It will also destabilise the delicate fabric of PNG
society and politics

people This is in-human, costly and hypocritical with regard to his
previous claims. This has no human decency or regard
for the real people who are affected by it.



Category: PNG_Support_strongly_support

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

boat arrivals No boat arrivals should be allowed to resettle. They
should be returned to their departure point & wait in line.

believe Having worked as a humanitarian aid worker in the real
world I believe the Greens refugee policy is naive and
wrong. What gives someone the right to be resettled in
Australia just because they buy a plane and boat ticket.

coming I think that there will be a deterent of "boat people"
coming to Oz.

people A government can't get too far ahead of its electorate -
and the general population don't want ’boat people’. So,
he has neutralised the situation to focus on other things.

refugee The boat arrivals who are granted refugee status in
Australia displace these people. I am also concerned
about the high number of Muslim boat people who will not
assimilate in Australia.

smugglers Asylum is protection from persecution; not a guarantee of
lifestyle. The boat smugglers now have little to sell!

trying it stops people trying to enter australia by boat

smugglers illegal It's not stopping people from coming here. It's stopping
the illegal boat smugglers

lives It is a strong disincentive to asylum seekers wanting to
pay people smugglers to get onto a leaky boat risking not
only their lives but that of our Navy personnel too.
Hopefully it will put people smugglers out of business.

people Stop people smugglers. Refugees out of camps

trying to deter people smugglers from endangering asylum
seekers lives but trying to bring them here by boat.

refugee arrivals Boat arrivals who can afford to pay people smugglers are
depriving those who have been in refugee camps for
years of the opportunity to be part of Australia's migration
program.

coming I have a strong feeling that most of the people coming by
boat are taking advantage of Australia's generous nature
and are not genuine refugee's. If this new measure forces
them to apply for refugee status through the normal
established procedures then that is probably a good
thing.

genuine If those arriving by boat were genuine refugees fleeing
physical insecurity they would have passed UN refugee
camps long before they took a boat to Australia. These
people are refugee tourists rather than genuine refugees
and we do not owe them refuge in Australia.

money I believe that "boat people" are people who have the
means to be queue jumpers. I am not against refugees
coming to Australia but I believe that money should not
afford some people to move ahead of the poor people in
refugee camps who cannot afford to pay a people
smuggler

world Having worked as a humanitarian aid worker in the real
world I believe the Greens refugee policy is naive and
wrong. What gives someone the right to be resettled in



Australia just because they buy a plane and boat ticket.

boats If it stops the boats then it will be worth it. If it helps the
development of PNG then it is a good thing.

people sea There must be a strong deterrent to the people smuggler
model and to dangerous sea voyages

refugees economic It may discourage Muslim economic "refugees" from
com.ing here.

solution time For the first time a leader has proposed a solution that
solves the problem.

seekers asylum There are refugees in camps waiting that have as much
right as any asylum seeker to settle here. The dangerous
journey sold by profiteers is a blight and this solution
should stop that trade.

asylum Integrity of our borders. Orderly migration. Fairness in
processing of assylum seekers.

problem Boats are now a taxi service and it is an international
problem in our region.



Category: PNG_Support_support

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

sea arrivals There needs to be a hard line taken, even if seen to be
lacking compassion, in order to deter the opportunistic
economic illegal arrivals from attempting the dangerous
sea voyages to reach our lands. I am unsure of the detail
in regard to the PNG solution so do not know how
effective a long term solution it will be to rehouse genune
refugees and to deal optimally with non-genuine
refugees.

lives It will be an effective way of discouraging people
smugglers and save lives that are being lost at sea. It will
also lead to more aid to PNG.

needs Something strong needs to be done to prevent people
dying at sea.

people We need to stop people dying at sea

send To send a clear message to the people smugglers and to
prevent people drowing at sea.

smugglers If it stops the deaths at sea and the people smugglers I'm
for it.

trying It removes any expectation of people trying to come to
Australia illegally of ever reaching here. It also strongly
discourages people travelling by boat which may reduce
death at sea.

smugglers able I think it is a policy with certain risks involved but I do
believe that it might have a positive impact on reducing
people smuggling. I have concerned for some time at the
ease by which people who may not have the same
’refugee’ status as the many thousands already living in
refugee camps overseas, have been able to get into
Australia albeit through the somewhat risky process of
using people smugglers.

needs The situation is out of control. Something needs to be
done to show smugglers the govt's serious about
stopping illegal immigratioin.

people Hopefully it will deter smugglers

refugee The PNG agreement is designed to stop people
smuggling - not refugees. Hopefully Australia will be able
to increase its overall refugee intake once the people
smugglers are out of business.

send To send a clear message to the people smugglers and to
prevent people drowing at sea.

support agreement I strongly support PNG as a deterrent. However, the 2
page "agreement" is an aspirational document only.

idea I support the stopping of boats but know this solution will
be torn to shreds very quickly in a matter of weeks. It is
poor execution of a well intentioned idea

boats idea Have to give another idea a go as hopefully it will stop the
boats & solve the expensive costs to Australia.

people Something has to be done to undermine the people
smuggling trade, this could be the circuit breaker

policy thought Some one had to get tough. However I am afraid this will



be another policy on the run, that has not been thought
through.

solution needs I believe a better solution needs to be found than the
present one. I would like to see however Australia
increase our quota.

refugees genuine I worry about there future even if accepted as genuine
refugees by PNG.

boat coming There needs to be a disincentive to coming to Australia
by boat and bypassing the official channels. Anything that
discourages queue jumping needs to be considered.

asylum seekers Australia cannot afford to allow an increasing flood of
asylum seekers to come here. History has shown that
rates of assimilation are substantially reduced as the
numbers of immigrants increases.



Category: PNG_Support_unsure

Concept Related Concept Supporting Text

seems cost Given PNG previous reluctance it seems their support
has been bought. But at what cost?

country The devil appears, as is usual with krudd, to be in the
detail and no one from either country seems to know what
is actually proposed or agrred on. I am not opposed to
offshore detention/processing but not as a stand alone.

issue It seems like politics as opposed to considered policy.
Designed for the most part to neutralise the Libs on this
issue.

policy It seems like politics as opposed to considered policy.
Designed for the most part to neutralise the Libs on this
issue.

support Given PNG previous reluctance it seems their support
has been bought. But at what cost?

thought Seems to me that overall ramifications have not been
thought through sufficiently. In the absence of real detail it
seems to be unravelling a little with mixed messages.

policy able How to persuade Australians that this is not the huge
issue they think it is? If Labor loses the election - with all
the additional consequences besides refugee policy -
because they don't pander to public opinion - is that worth
Labor being able to say that they stand for humanity and
justice.

issue It seems like politics as opposed to considered policy.
Designed for the most part to neutralise the Libs on this
issue.

sea I am unsure because I want the deaths at sea to end but I
also want asylum seekers to be treated humanely, I am
hoping that the policy will be a deterrent to people
smugglers and that the leaky boats will stop making the
dangerous journey to Christmas Island.

agreement genuine Not a genuine agreement; too costly; Kevin Rudd is a liar,
hypocrite, and a deeply flawed individual. - I do not trust
his word nor Labor's!

time It is being called an agreement...what is the time line.

cost money We have had enough of Labor and its damaging policies,
wasting of money, broken promises, rising cost of living,
huge cost of social welfare especially for middle class
people from other countries - we are a continuing joke to
allow all of this for another 3 years!

solution It may be a good solution but I have doubts that Rudd acn
deliver

seekers arrivals It looks like a hasty decision, scrambled together, and
perhaps likely to come unstuck. On the other hand, the
problem of boat arrivals - and indeed asylium seekers in
general - is a wicked problem, and one can only hope the
Government can step up regular humanitarian intakes.

asylum It will kill the smuggling trade, but seems cruel to asylum
seekers.

economic Think this decision is probably to far to the right and is
designed to appeal to voters who fear that asylum



seekers are economic refugees.

asylum arrivals It looks like a hasty decision, scrambled together, and
perhaps likely to come unstuck. On the other hand, the
problem of boat arrivals - and indeed asylium seekers in
general - is a wicked problem, and one can only hope the
Government can step up regular humanitarian intakes.

economic Think this decision is probably to far to the right and is
designed to appeal to voters who fear that asylum
seekers are economic refugees.

refugees we have a moral responsibility to refugees

boat arrivals It looks like a hasty decision, scrambled together, and
perhaps likely to come unstuck. On the other hand, the
problem of boat arrivals - and indeed asylium seekers in
general - is a wicked problem, and one can only hope the
Government can step up regular humanitarian intakes.

economic Having lived in the islands of PNG I don't see this to be
the terrible fate portrayed in some news articles. I am also
fairly sure that a proportion of people arriving by boat are
economic refugees - anecdotally I have talked to people
in Sri Lanka who have travelled the refugee route and
then returned home.

refugee I support such a move provided it reduces incentives to
travel by boat but is also matched by efforts to process
refugee applicants currently in Indonesia.

people I think we have a duty to accept people who are in peril in
their own countries. Depending on how we define risk that
is an awful lot of people in an awful lot of countries.



5.   Ranked Counts

Concept Count
people 298
refugees 228
boats 127
solution 120
boat 111
asylum 108
seekers 107
country 97
problem 91
work 83
policy 82
cost 67
smugglers 63
support 61
genuine 59
political 53
believe 53
problems 52
refugee 51
election 47
issue 45
take 44
agreement 43
sea 40
better 39
money 38
lives 37
coming 36
seems 34
able 34
world 33
illegal 32
time 31
economic 29
deal 29
place 28
thought 28
send 23
short 23
arrivals 22
idea 22
needs 21

Category Count
alp 995
strongly_oppose 431
strongly_support 253
support 252
oppose 186
neither_support_nor_oppose 174
und 155
coalition 149
unsure 59



trying 17


